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n these pages in recent months,
we have called attention to the
continued - and at times, quite
dramatic - rise in the importance of corporate environmental management, or excellence or
controversy in social or societal and corporate governance issues (ESG) as a comprehensive framework or systematic
approach for financial analysts and asset
managers to evaluate companies for portfolio decision-making. For a growing
number of large asset owners, the ESG
evaluation has become a proxy for the quality of board and management.
As a reminder for the reader, in terms
of nomenclature, we see this trend played
out in the terminology used by ESG proponents and investment professionals
to define the approach:
Triple Bottom Line (TBL): This is a
focus on the importance of, in this
order, People, Planet, Profit, which
dramatically shapes the analyst or
investor approach to the traditional
bottom line - a responsibility that
is in the province of the corporate
financial manager. The TEL or
"3EL" approach reflects growing
investor concerns about climate
change and the presumed consequence of global warming (and
thus, for example, greater intensity
of natural disasters and the impact
of these on corporate finances).

I"'T'1

HANK BOE RNER is chairman oj the Govern ance & Accou ntability Institute, a research and consulting organizati on
Jocused on issue management related to corporate ESG and sustainabil ity perJorm ance and disclosure. H e is a Jormer
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• Economic, Environmental, Social
(EES) performance
factors: These are at
the heart of the
Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI)
framework ; EES
performance, governance, and other
disclosures by companies are expected
and even demanded
by investors. (The
GRI framework is used by more
than half of the companies in the
benchmark S&P 500 index for
their ESGlsustainability reporting;
slightly less than half do not report.)
• Sustainable & Responsible Investment (SRI): Starting out as "socially
responsible investing," with relatively few adherents to the movement three decades ago, SRI today is
a major factor in the u.s. capital
markets. According to the last survey, which is in the process of being
updated, SRI accounts for more than
$3 trillion of the $15-16 trillion
assets under management (AUM) in
the U.S. That's one-in-eight dollars .
Sustainable Investing: SRI is shortening to a more mainstream Sustainable Investing, as championed
by Erika Karp, head of UES Global
Sector Research, for example.
Watch this term; it has the potential
to be more widely accepted in mainstream investment circles, especially as the global teams inside
UBS and other major financial
houses become more familiar with
the concept. 1
• Impact Investing: An emerging con cept, it means using the AUM to have
a defined impact with consideration
of not just risk and return, but also
the ESG effects. Assets could be
investment in a company, a pool, or
fund, or even directly in a community. We are seeing this discussed in
endowment, foundation, and public
employee retirement systems circles.
In our close monitoring of ESG from
investor and corporate viewpoints, we see

a continuing consolidation of the approaches described, so that ESG and sustainability (and for many companies,
responsibility) are evolving as the most
preferred terms, with various combinations
used (sustainable investing is an example).

The practical and pragmatic for CFOs
The question raised here is: How does all
of this affect the responsibilities, duties,
strategies, day-to-day operations, and
decisions on public disclosure for the
corporate financial officer? After all, the
common statement often made in conference settings where ESG is the topic is,
"Analysts and our top 20 investors are
not asking about this, so how important
is it?" Does ESG matter to the finance
professional?

Focus for the financial manager
To help answer the questions, consider
these recent developments that directly
or indirectly affect the finance manager.
GMI Ratings. GMI Ratings (formerly
known as Governance Metrics International) is one of the world's leading corporate governance rating organizations,
coming to prominence after passage of
Sarbanes-Oxley legislation. Thousands
of public companies are covered by their
ratings systems; asset managers are prime
users. GMI Ratings is the company that
emerged with the merger of three predecessor companies (The Corporate
Library, which focused on boards, and
Audit Integrity, focused on the accounting practices of companies). GMI, "building on the pioneering legacy of
predecessors ... is expanding the portfolio of analytical tools for the study of
issuer risk and corporate character .... "2
One of these analytic tools is the
"Global LeaderBoard" (GLB), an online
research and data visualization to map
relationships between corporations and
corporate board members. This works at
the individual, organization, industry,
and regional levels. Specific example:
Wells Fargo & Company - the tool provides GMI Ratings clients (mostly
investors with significant representation
among insurers focused on risk assessCOR PORATE GOVE RNANCE

ment) with graphic representation of the
bank's close ties with a very wide range
of industries, such as two active interlocks
(Chevron and Target) and second-level
links with Disney, McDonald's, Protective Life, and The SOllthel'l1 Company.
GLB map and analyze the complex relationship pattern a m ng 370,000 global
board member, 27 0,000 execu tive as 0ciated with 70,000 entities. 3
The tool helps investors screen directors' backgrounds using multiple criteria
(education, experience, board relationships, multiple board service, compensation,
"degrees of separation," potential conflicts, and other factors). This, GMI states,
is a tool for analysts, asset owners, their
managers, D&O insurers, and auditors
- and corporate issuers - to better
understand director networks and potential impact on "governance practices and
corporate performance."4
The GMI Ratings compliance toolbox
includes close tracking of many corporate ESG performance factors and certain ESG characteristics of companies.
Other third-party raters and rankers.

THE COMMON
STATEMENT
OnENMADE IN
CONFERENCE
SEnINGS
WHERE ESG IS
THE TOPIC IS.
"ANALYSTS AND
OUR TOP 20
INVESTORS ARE
NOT ASKING
ABOUT THIS. SO
HOW IMPORTANT
IS IT?"

MSCI is a major analytical and investment
research organization; among its activities, MSCI creates and manages dozens
of specialized indexes that track corporate ESG performance that institutions
favor for their portfolio management.
(MSCI now includes the former Institutional Shareholder Services/ISS, a pioneer
in corporate management evaluation and
ratings.) The development of the company's "ESG Dashboard" was a major step
forward to quantify ESG performance
for investors and fiduciaries.
Recently MSCI announced that its
ESG research and analysis is now integrated on FactSet, a subscription service that integrates financial information,
analytic applications, and client service
in offerings to the global investment
community. (The company was founded
in 1978, trades on the NYSE, and has
been included in Fortune magazine's Top
100 Best Companies to Work For.) FactSet now carries MSCI ESG data and ratings. There are three ways that investors
can look at public companies:
• MSCI ESG Tangible Value Investment (IVA): ratings and analysis of
NOVEMB ER/DECEM BE R 2012
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corporate management of environmental and social factors "that can
reveal ESG-driven" investment risks
not captured by traditional financial analysis;
• MSCI ESG Impact Monitor: ratings
and analysis of "ESG controversies"
(and the list of these is constantly
expanding thanks to globalization
and technology advances); also,
violations of the "norm" for such
frameworks as the UN Global Compact, which many companies now
have pledged to uphold; and
• MSCI ESG Business Involvement
Screening Research: As ESG issues in
focus expand, this allows investors
to screen out companies - and
their subsidiaries - involved in
high-risk countries (e.g., Sudan,
Iran) and such activities as tobacco
or weapons manufacturing that
might violate certain religious or
faith-based mandates.
In announcing the expansion of services for FactSet, its vice president, Patrick
Locke, said this will "help meet the growr------------- ing demand of asset managers and
institutional investors to integrate
ESG information."

ESG - effective
corporate response
Against this background, we offer
the examples of two prominent U. S.
companies; their issues are included
in many indexes and benchmarks.
Both issuers announced pragmatic
ESG initiatives with real top and
bottom line effects.
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. will add $150
million to the bottom line this year
from various sustain ability initiatives such as solar and wind energy
production projects (there are 180
renewable projects underway), installation
of fuel cells, and progress toward its "zero
waste" goal (2025).
At its October annual meeting for
investors, Wal-Mart said these impacts
are in addition to the $231 million saved
last year in its waste reduction and recycling efforts. This is a practical approach;
all landfill waste from U. S. stores and
34
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Sam's Club locations is on track to achieve
"zero" level by 2025. Plastic shopping bag
waste was cut by about 3.1 billion bags in
2011 - a 35 percent reduction for the
goal set in the 2007 baseline efforts to
achieve by year 2025. There are interim
steps; the retailer beat its goal for 2013
reduction of shopping bag waste of 33
percent. 5
Walt Disney Company will drop the use
of paper from "endangered" sources; all
paper used by the company and its subsidiaries connected to destruction of
endangered forests and animals will be
eliminated. That includes illegally harvested forest woods; "High- Value Conservation Area" wood (such as old-growth
forests); areas where paper fiber is harvested in violation of internationally
accepted instruments to protect the rights
of indigenous peoples; and from areas converted to plantations and other uses from
natural forests since 1994.
This is a significant change from current practice; it means that Asia Pulp &
Paper and Asia Pacific Resources International Holdings (third-largest paper
producer globally) can no longer count
on Disney business. And Disney pledged
to reduce paper consumption overall,
including increasing the recovery of paper
and packaging for recycling (such as
packaging for the company's popular toy
lines and children's books). The Disney
commitment applies through its entire
global supply chain and covers the theme
parks, resorts, cruise ships, and the 3,700
licensees that use Disney characters.
The decision will affect the operations
of 25,000 factories in the more than
100 countries that produce Disney product - 10,000-plus in China alone. The
action was taken in collaboration with
the Rainforest Action Network (RAN),
a nongovernmental organization (NGO)
that identifies regions with poor forest
management practices and where there
are high rates of deforestation. s
Disney joins a growing list of U.S.
publishing houses that have worked with
RAN to reach "forestry commitments,"
including Harcourt, Macmillan, Random House, Simon & Schuster, and oth ers. Supplier reaction? In May 2012, Asia
Pulp & Paper (APP) announced it would
CORPORATE GOVERNAN CE

suspend natural forest clearances on its
pulpwood plantations in Indonesia (a
high-value forest). All APP supply chain
partners will have until December 2014
to comply with its guidelines.

Real, practical impacts for companies
In practical terms, think of the challenges posed by these commitments, with
real - not "intangible" - impacts on
both top and bottom lines for the companies involved. And think of the impact
throughout the supply chains of the two
companies; it's estimated that Wal-Mart
has upwards of 100,000 suppliers. In the
case of the large competitors to WalMart and Disney, think of the peer pressure to be exerted by these dramatic
moves and the impact of large-, midand small-cap companies in the supply
network. And, most important in the
context of ESG, think of the favorable
impressions made on such third-party
organizations as MSCI and GMI Ratings
- and the thousands of asset managers
that they touch with their ratings and
recommendations.

Governance still mattersas the "G" in ESG
Finally, even after presenting the above facts,
we can expect that there will be some
senior corporate managers who will ask
for more defining affirmation that ESG and
sustainability matter to investors. Consider
this: The nonprofit Investor Responsibility Research Center Institute (IRRCI)
and the ISS unit ofMSCI have a new study
out - "Controlled Companies in the Standard & Poor's 1500: A Ten Year Performance and Risk Review." The researchers
found that "controlled companies," those
with multiple classes of shares, underperformed over the long term as compared with companies with dispersed
ownerships. Investors generally don't like
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multiple classes of shares and governance
structures.
Companies with these characteristics
have been increasing over the past decade
(there are 114 in the S&P 1500; tech
entrepreneurs favor the approach). These
companies generally have uneven voting
rights, and a few dozen have one class of
voting stock. The study found that these
structures contributed to volatility, material weaknesses, more interrelated transactions, and less responsiveness to
investors. IRRIC and ISS did note that
controlled companies with single voting rights more closely resemble noncontrolled firms.7
For the past year, a team at Governance
& Accountability Institute working with
third-party raters and rankers has been
comparing the capital market performance and reputational and perception
aspects of the S&P 500 index constituents
that do disclose and report on their ESG
performance with the companies that do
not (slightly less than half of the index
companies). The results will be presented
as a continuation of this commentary in
the January-February 2013 issue of
CORPORATE FINANCE REVIEW . •

NOTES
1A uthor conversati on with Erika Karp, October 2012 .
Her comments in the November 2012 "UBS Global
Portfolio Manager 's Spotlight": "In the 'Sustain·
able Trends' weekly report from Julie Hudson and
our ESG Strategy team, the happenings of the past
month 'strengthen the argument for systems
resilience to shocks : We would apply this statement
not just to the climate [note thi s was the week
Hurricane Sandy struck New York City] but also to
other broad areas of environmental, social and
governance factor s in the capital markets." For
these v ie ws see" In v esting in Di ve rsit y" at
http://www . wallstreetw eek . com/g u e s t-p os t i nve st i n g-i n-d ive rs ity-pa i nfu I-b u t-p rofi ta b I e/ .
2GMI Ratings announcement, November 10, 2010"How to Enhanc e Your ESG and Stewardship Capabilities," in announcing tools for extra-financial
financial research ,
3 lbid •
4Wal-Mart Stores, Inc . statement, October 12, 2012
at annual investor conference .
slbid.
6 Walt Disney Company announcement, October 2012.
7 1RRC and ISS webinar on new report, "Controlled
Companies in the S&O 1500: A Ten Year Perfor man ce and Risk Rev i ew," October 8,2012 .
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